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Introduction



Outline

In this talk I shall

• give a brief overview of approaches to analysing degree
constructions

• present novel data from Kunbarlang that appear problematic
under a degree-based approach

• propose an alternative using measurement theory tools
• suggest further typological development
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Degree semantics



Phenomena

degree semantics deals with

• gradable predicates
• positive, comparative and superlative adjectives
• measure phrases
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Approaches

we shall broadly distinguish between

• degree-based approaches

• rely on degrees as a primitive type d in the semantic ontology

• delineation approaches

• treat gradable predicates as vague predicates of regular types
without recourse to the degree type
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Type d

• Cresswell (1976), von Stechow (1984) and many following

• expressions of type τ can be rendered 〈d , τ〉 if they take
degrees as arguments

• e.g. [[deep]] = λdλx .Depth(x) ≥ d , type 〈d , 〈e, t〉〉
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Typology I

Stassen (1985) and Bobaljik (2012) identify the following three
main types of comparative formation

• morphological comparative
• ‘exceed’ comparative
• implicit, or conjoined, comparative
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Typology II

• recent in-depth small-scale study by Beck et al. (2009)

• 19-item questionnaire, 7 under particular scrutiny
• three clusters of constructions
• four classes of languages
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Degree-less languages

some languages have been argued to lack degrees in their semantic
inventories altogether, e.g.

• Motu (Austronesian, PNG; Beck et al. 2009)
• Warlpiri (Pama-Nyungan; Bowler 2016)
• Washo (isolate/Hokan; Bochnak 2015)

variation in analyses, i.e. delineation (Bowler 2016) vs. degree-based
(Bochnak 2015)
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Kunbarlang



Kunbarlang: background

• Gunbalang, Gunbarlang, Warlang, ISO639-3:wlg
• Central Arnhem Land, Northern Territory
• traditional lands to the west of Liverpool river
• approx. 30+ speakers, mainly in Warruwi and Maningrida,

adults
• non-Pama-Nyungan, Gunwinyguan family
• underdescribed; unpublished work by J.K. Harris (60’s) and C.

Coleman (80’s)
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Kunbarlang on the map
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Kunbarlang: typological profile

• polysynthetic (agglutination & fusion)
• unrestricted pro-drop (every well-formed verb is a well-formed

clause)
• discourse-configurational with SVO neutral
• one/two arguments cross-referenced in the verb; incorporation;

valency-changing derivations
• four noun classes
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Kunbarlang: some differences from other Gunwinyguan

• different TMA system
• coverb constructions
• poor nominal morphology
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The implicational hierarchy and
problems with it



The implicational hierarchy and
problems with it

The hierarchy



A subset of Beck et al.’s (2009) sample

DiffC CompDeg Scope NegIs DegQ MP SubC

Motu N N n/a n/a N N n/a
Yorùbá, Samoan Y Y N n/a N N n/a
Russian, Guaraní Y Y Y Y N N N

Thai, English Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Parameters

• Degree Semantics P: does L have degrees as an available
semantic type?

• Degree Abstraction P: is λ-abstraction over the degrees
possible in L?

• Degree Phrase P: can the degree argument position be overtly
filled?
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Parameters

+DSP

+DAP

+DegPP−DegPP

−DAP

−DSP
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Parameters

Tiemann, Hohaus & Beck (2012) argue that the DegPP can be set
independently of the DAP:

+DSP

[±DAP]

[±DegPP]

−DSP
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Implications

• parameters and constructions that rely on them are logically
independent (to an extent)

• thus, Beck et al. (2009) do not state that [+DSP]
constructions are required for [+DAP]

• however: “Our theory could be falsified by the discovery of a
language that has degree questions and measure phrases, but an
(otherwise unexpected) absence of scope mechanisms for degree
operators, for instance… More concretely, according to our
analysis it should not be possible for a language like Motu to
develop degree questions, but not change in any other respect.”
(p. 30–31)

• but strictly speaking, while presence of a construction indicates
the [+] setting of a parameter

, absence does not indicate the
[−] setting
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The implicational hierarchy and
problems with it

Degree constructions in Kunbarlang



In a nutshell

• in Kunbarlang, there are no morphological comparatives

• essentially, of all degree constructions only measure phrases
MPs are available

• MPs are a [+DegPP] construction
• all of the [+DSP] and the majority of other [+DegPP] use the

conjoined strategy
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Kunbarlang conjoined comparatives

(1) a. Kundulk
tree

bi-nungku
dat-you.gen

man-djurrkmi,
iii-short

la
conj

mayi
nm.iii

bi-ngaybu
dat-I.gen

man-kukkarlyung.
iii-long

‘My stick is longer than yours.’ [lit. ‘Your stick is short
and mine is long.’] [IK1-160618_000-01]

b. Ngal-bangardi
ii-skin.name

kin-kukkarlyung,
ii-long

la
conj

Ngal-ngarridj
ii-skin.name

karlu.
neg.pred

‘Ngalbangardi is taller than Ngalngarridj.’ [lit.
‘Ngalbangardi is tall and Ngalngarridj is not.’]

[IK1-160616_000-01] 19



With respect to Beck et al.’s (2009) list

DiffC CompDeg Scope NegIs DegQ MP SubC

Motu N N n/a n/a N N n/a
Yorùbá, Samoan Y Y N n/a N N n/a
Russian, Guaraní Y Y Y Y N N N

Thai, English Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Kunbarlang N N n/a n/a N Y N
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Measure phrases in Kunbarlang

(2) a. Nginda
dem.prox.ii

ngunda
not

6
6

foot
ft

kin-kukkarlyung,
ii-long

karlu,
neg.pred

nginda
dem.prox.ii

kin-djurrkmi,
ii-short,

yimarne
like

4
4

foot.
ft

‘She’s not 6 feet tall, no, she’s short, maybe 4 feet.’
[IK1-170616_1SY-01]

b. kun-djorlok
iv-deep

korro
at

middjaba=ngaybu
knee=I.gen

‘knee-deep’ [ibid.]
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The problem

• there is only one construction, and it requires a positive setting
of DegPP

• no other constructions betray the presence of degrees
• this is potentially inconsistent with the implicational hierarchy,

i.e. [+DegPP] ⇒ [+DSP]
• the DegPP cluster is not homogenous either (MPs vs. DegQ

and Subcomparatives)

22
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Lexicalization solution

• the DSP-style analysis can be maintaned:

• type d can be asserted based on the presence of MPs
• unit names, and nothing else, are lexicalized

• cross-linguistic work indicates considerable variation in the
inventories of degree operators (e.g. Berezovskaya & Hohaus
(2014))
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But is that worth it?

• in an attempt to rescue the DSP-approach we are rendering it
unfalsifiable

• i.e. there are no grounds now to classify even Motu (Washo,
Warlpiri, etc.) as degree-less

• if anything may be lexicalized at will, predictive power of the
parameters is undermined
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Upwards directionality of language change

moreover (Beck et al. 2009: 31):

• “Perhaps [all languages] start with a [−/− /−] setting and
may then incorporate scales into the grammar, moving to
[+/− /−]. This is a change that Samoan, perhaps, has just
undergone (see Villalta (2008b))”

• “More concretely, according to our analysis it should not be
possible for a language like Motu to develop degree questions,
but not change in any other respect”

25
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An alternative solution

as an alternative, let us explore the offerings of the measurement
theory

26



Measurement theory analysis



Measurement theory

• originally Krantz et al. (1971)

• real numbers as a model of abstract ordering structures and
their elements

• scales of varying expressive power
• can be used in degree semantics (e.g. Klein 1991, Sassoon

2010, van Rooij 2011)
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Types of scales (after Stevens 1946)

• nominal (classification, e.g. eye colour)

• ordinal (ordering, e.g. competition outcomes)
• interval (difference, e.g. temperature in °F or °C)
• ratio (proportions, e.g. length or age)
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A rendition of van Rooij’s (2011) framework

for c ∈ P(De) and a gradable predicate P:

[[pos]] = λc.λP.λx.c(x) ∧ P(x)

[[−er]] = λP.λx.λy.x >P y
where >P is a binary relation in the strict weak order 〈X , >P〉
associated with the adjective P (>P is irreflexive, transitive and
almost connected)
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Constructions classification

different constructions require different types of scales, e.g.:

• conjoined comparatives: nominal
• morphological comparatives: ordinal
• differential comparatives (3in taller than): interval
• ratio comparatives (twice as tall as): ratio
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Measure phrases

• measure phrases require ratio scales (van Rooij 2011: 340–1)

• ratio scales allow for multiplication
• instead, I propose that they can be represented as equivalence

classes (at least in some languages)

• perhaps when the language treats them as chunks (rather than
compositionally à la Sassoon’s (2010) analysis of unit names)

• cf. also Tiemann, Hohaus & Beck’s (2012) degree individuals
(pronominal MPs such as this big)

• if so, nominal scales suffice
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An example Kunbarlang MP

thus, kaburrk djanga mankukkarlyung ‘two ft long [stick]’ is
analysed as

[[kaburrk djanga mankukkarlyung]] = λx.2ftkukkarlyung(x) i.e.
simply as a characteristic function of the ‘2ft’ class

and not as a ratio between the length degree of x and the length
degree of a unit-object (say, foot; cf. Sassoon 2010)

32
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Absence of degree questions

degree questions may be thought of as a counterpart of the MPs,
but their absense can be explained along two possible lines:

• the degree question word is not lexicalized (degree questions
are identical to manner/quality questions)

• DegQs are not a direct counterpart of MPs because they
necessarily involve abstraction

33



Typological implications

• still a matter of future work, to an extent
• expectation: a distributional hierarchy of degree constructions

of the sort uncovered by Beck et al. (2009) reflects the
increasing complexity of the required scales

• typology can be parametrised along these lines
• from the ontological point of view, the absense of a particular

complex type of measurement construct is hardly worse than
absense of an entire semantic type from the ontology/lexicon
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Preliminary results

Language Highest available scale

Motu, Washo nominal without unit names
Kunbarlang nominal with lexicalised unit names
Nez Perce ordinal?
Samoan interval
English ratio

35



Thank you!
• Kunbarlang speakers for sharing their language and answering

my questions so patiently
• Liz Coppock for getting me thinking about this topic and for

initial discussion
• George Moroz for advice with lingtypology mapping

(CRAN.R-project.org/package=lingtypology)
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Appendix



Kunbarlang conjoined comparatives

conjoined strategy is used for:

• predicative phrasal comparatives
• adverbial comparatives
• attributive comparatives
• comparatives of quantity
• clausal comparatives
• differential comparatives [with a measure phrase]
• comparison with a degree [with a measure phrase]
• comparative subdeletion



Degree questions

(3) Birlinj
how

nayi
nm.i

durduk
dog

ki-buddu-karrme?
2sg.nf-3pl.obj-hold.np

‘What kind of dog have you got?’ [IK1-180606_1SM-01]



Equatives

(4) a. *Nga-karrme
1sg.nf-hold.np

yimarne
like

birlinj
how

kuyi
nm.iv

ki-karrme.
2sg.nf-hold.np

intended: ‘I’ve got same (number) as you have.’
[IK1-180606_1SM-01]

b. Ka-birrinja
3sg.nf-similar.np

kuyi
nm.iv

ngarrk-burrun-karrme,
1.incl.nf-3pl.obj-hold.np

nyima
you.contr

la
conj

nganjma.
I.contr

‘What we have is similar, you and me.’ [ibid.]
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